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MARK of the BEAST 666 – Part Four: NIMROD, 

BAAL, SUN GOD  

Genesis 1 – 5 was about creation and in chapter 5 we see geneology listed.  By 

chapter 6 we learn that God saw that man’s wickedness was great on the earth 

and that the fallen angels had procreated with women.  Then we see that God 

had Noah prepare the ark and the next chapters deal with the building of the ark 

and then God sent the animals to Noah and then the flood came.  This whole time 

Noah preached and no one believed.  (2 Peter 2:5)  By chapter 8 Noah was able to 

leave the ark.  In Genesis chapter 9 God gives the covenant of the rainbow.  Then 

Noah became a farmer and got drunk and passed out and Ham saw his nakedness 

and talked about it.  When Noah woke up he cursed Canaan, Ham’s son (Ham’s 

seed).  Some say that he saw his mother naked. 

Lev. 18:8 – The nakedness of thy father’s wife shalt thou not uncover; it is thy 

father’s nakedness.  

This brings us to chapter 10 of Genesis and that is where we begin to learn about 

Nimrod.  So we don’t get far into the Bible and the beginning without running into 

Nimrod.  Today we are going to learn a lot more about him than what most of us 

understand from reading our Bibles. 

 Let’s go back to Nimrod because we need to understand that this 666 number 

and beast business started at the beginning and to really understand what it is, 

we need to go to the Bible. 

Gen. 10:8-12 – And Cush begat Nimrod: he began to be a mighty one in the earth.  

He was a mighty hunter before the LORD: wherefore it is said, Even as Nimrod the 

mighty hunter before the LORD.  And the beginning of his kingdom was Babel, and 

Erech, and Accad, and Calneh, in the land of Shinar.  Out of that land went forth 

Asshur, (he went forth into Assyria) and builded Nineveh and the city Rehoboth, 

and Calah, and Resen between Nineveh and Calah: the same is a great city.  
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To understand the mark of the beast, God began to take me back to show me the 

roots of idolatry and who/what He’s been fighting and still is.   

 

**Please play from 7:46 to 21:08      Tom Horn interviews Dr. Michael Lake on 

Nimrod** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_xnTw6_MmRE&list=PLdnj-

SGQU2wg94BU95waSDxQNEjHcyw8T&index=21 

Nimrod began to be a mighty man  

Began is halel – which can mean began, but it also means to corrupt, to defile, to 

prostitute – he did something to corrupt himself. 

He began to be a gibborim.  The principle of first mention, this is used in Gen. 6, 

mighty men there meant nephilim. Therefore a mighty man is a nephilim. 

Chalal (H – 2490) also means to be run through or pierced through, then to come 

back as something else, also connected to pan because he plays a flute. 

nimrod started out as a man, then something happened to him and he morphed 

into a nephilim, and connected to the god pan because that word means plays the 

flute – satan was believed to be the anointed cherub over worship.  You can see 

this connection to the antichrist in revelation getting the deadly head wound and 

then coming back (after being infused with some type of technology). 

 **Please play from 6:25 to 8:43  Dr. Michael Lake on frequencies and mind 

control relating to the voice of God in your head possibly through 6.66 hz 

frequency** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ocytjIQq3uQ&list=PLdnj-

SGQU2wg94BU95waSDxQNEjHcyw8T&index=22  

 

Notice that nimrod had a kingdom and yet God had not given the people kings 

yet.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_xnTw6_MmRE&list=PLdnj-SGQU2wg94BU95waSDxQNEjHcyw8T&index=21
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_xnTw6_MmRE&list=PLdnj-SGQU2wg94BU95waSDxQNEjHcyw8T&index=21
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ocytjIQq3uQ&list=PLdnj-SGQU2wg94BU95waSDxQNEjHcyw8T&index=22
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ocytjIQq3uQ&list=PLdnj-SGQU2wg94BU95waSDxQNEjHcyw8T&index=22
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European Parliament Building, made to look like a modern day Tower of Babel. 
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Tower of Babel. 

nimrod was defying God in making this tower and being worshipped as a god and 

exalting his plans above God. 

Today we are going to go deeper into who baal is and who ashtaroth are.  

Ashtaroth is supposed to be plural and Ashtoreth is singular, baal is singular and 

baalim is plural. 

After nimrod’s death, those that admired him continued to worship him as a 

divine hero calling him baal which means lord. 

Here is a summary of what happened with nimrod and his mother/wife astoreth. 

nimrod worshipped the pagan sungod named moloch.  The title “Great Hunter 
before (in the face of) YHVH” was ascribed to him because he literally hunted 
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human beings to murder as sacrifices to his pagan god.  In the Book of Jasher (the 
book of Jasher is mentioned in the Bible Joshua 10:13 and 2 Samuel 1:18) we 
learn that nimrod received instruction from the priests of molech to marry his 
mother in an act of incest in order to acquire “the third eye” or the “all seeing 
eye”.  The exact same knowledge sought by those today who call themselves the 
“illuminati” or “illuminated ones”.  

 

This form of “dark knowledge” is a counterfeit of The Spirit of Yahweh with a 
promise to “see” into the Spiritual Realm.  This "dark knowledge" is that 
knowledge imparted by the fallen angels to mankind as described in The Book of 
Enoch. 

nimrod, the King, took a wife.  The wife nimrod chose was his mother.  So the 
“son” became both the husband and son of the mother.  In effect making this 
marriage a “trinity” union in as much as the “husband” was the same person as 
the “son” united as “one” with the wife/mother.  So nimrod married his mother, 
semiramis, and she became the Queen of Babylon.  It was Semiramis from which 
the religion surrounding Nimrod and the planets (astrology) evolved.  Nimrod the 
mighty and ruthless murderer was killed for his crimes against humanity by the 
sons of Noah.  His body cut into pieces and distributed all over his kingdom by his 
enemies.  In the face of Nimrod’s death, Semiramis had to somehow maintain her 
grip and power over the people.  In order to solidify her power she “invented” a 
religion for the people that would keep Nimrod’s control over them even after his 
death.  She then gave birth to a son named Tammuz whom she claimed was the 
reincarnation of Nimrod.  So through the belief that Tammuz was "Nimrod in the 
flesh" the queen was able to subdue the people of Babylon.  So Tammuz was 
“Nimrod in the flesh” and “one” with his father who was “one” with his 
wife/mother through marriage… the unholy concept of aTrinity is born.  

 **The book of Jasher says that Esau killed nimrod.  She claimed to have had a 

virgin conception, being impregnated by a ray from the sun and thus having 

tammuz who she said was a reincarnation of nimrod – the sun god.** 

In Revelation 2:6 and 15, we read about a “doctrine of the Nicolaitanes,” which 
Christ twice tells His Church “*He+ hates.” Let's analyze the word Nicolaitane. It 
means “follower of Nicholas.” Nikos means “conqueror, destroyer.” Laos means 
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“people.” Nicolaitanes, then, are people who follow the conqueror or destroyer—
Nimrod.  

  

Genesis 11:1,7 – And the whole earth was of one language, and of one speech.  

Go to, let us go down, and there confound their language, that they may not 

understand one another’s speech. 

We have to understand that nimrod was allowing himself to be worshipped as a 

god and his mother and wife, ashtoreth, was worshipped as a goddess.  When 

God changed their language so they could not continue their wicked plans, 

everyone was still worshipping nimrod and ashtareth but now they had many 

different names because of all the different languages.  Even today they are 

worshipped under many more different names.  The worship of baal and 

ashtoreth has not stopped. 

Eccliastes 1:9 – The thing that hath been, it is that which shall be; and that which 

is done is that which shall be done: and there is no new thing under the sun. 

 Judges 2:13 – So they forsook the LORD and served baal and the ashtaroth. 

Let’s start with nimrod: 
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Saturn is a symbol of satan. 
The ancient sun god refers to the planet saturn. 
The owl is animal symbolism for the planet saturn. 
The human figure with horns and goat feet (satan) refers to astrological sign 
Capricorn.  In astrology, Capricorn refers to planet Saturn. 
666 refers directly or indirectly to some frequency emission from Saturn. 

The configuration of the solar system was different in ancient time and Saturn 
was viewed as another Sun. Saturn and the Sun are binary stars. 
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Kronos signifies "The Horned one." As a horn is a well known Oriental emblem for 
power or might, Kronos, "The Horned one," was, according to the mystic system, 
just a synonym for the Scriptural epithet applied to Nimrod--viz., Gheber, "The 
mighty one" (Gen 10:8), "He began to be mighty on the earth." The name 
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Kronos, as the classical reader is well aware, is applied to Saturn as the "Father of 
the gods." We have already had another "father of the gods" brought under our 
notice, even Cush in his character of bel the Confounder, or Hephaistos, "The 
Scatterer abroad"; and it is easy to understand how, when the deification of 
mortals began, and the "mighty" Son of Cush was deified, the father, especially 
considering the part which he seems to have had in concocting the whole 
idolatrous system, would have to be deified too, and of course, in his character as 
the Father of the "Mighty one," and of all the "immortals" that succeeded him. 
But, in point of fact, we shall find, in the course of our inquiry, that Nimrod was 
the actual Father of the gods, as being the first of deified mortals; and that, 
therefore, it is in exact accordance with historical fact that Kronos, the Horned, or 
Mighty one, is, in the classic Pantheon, known by that title. 

The meaning of this name Kronos, "The Horned one," as applied to Nimrod, fully 
explains the origin of the remarkable symbol, so frequently occurring among the 
Nineveh sculptures, the gigantic HORNED man-bull, as representing the great 
divinities in Assyria. The same word that signified a bull, signified also 
a ruler or prince. *  ((Remember in the teaching about applying the blood to the 
doorpost that we learned a special message was hidden there.)) 

 

TAV  VAV  ALEPH 

(cross)  (nail)  (ox= strong leader) 

Hebrew word – oth / English word – sign 

 

 

http://thejewishinstitute.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/ancient_tav.gif
http://thejewishinstitute.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/ancient_vav.gif
http://thejewishinstitute.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/ancient_aleph.gif
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This is a representation of nimrod as a winged bull.  The great and wide 

expanding wings represented having mighty ones under his rule. 
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nimrod/gilgamesh/osiris/the sun god holding a lion.  Look how huge he is 

compared to the lion. 
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Representation of nimrod today on Wall Street in NY City. 
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The unicorn’s horn was attributed with healing powers, and was considered one 

of the most valuable things on earth. The Inquisition would torture those that 

wouldn’t acknowledge the strength and existence of the unicorn and its horn. The 

unicorn horn spirals (just like the ziggurat of the Tower of Babel), and is yet 

another reference to moloch. The horn gives you blessings if you could acquire it 

as well (again, same logic for the moloch sacrifices). The leprechaun shillelagh was 

just another representation of the horn of Moloch with its powers. 
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The tall evergreen is a representation of nimrod/osiris/the sun god.  The star on 

top is ashtoreth/isis/semiramis/diana/athena. 

cronus is saturn – king of the Roman gods.  He is celebrated at saturnalia in 

December – not Jesus Christ. 
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Supposedly the people referred to in Jeremiah also used to put candies and cakes 

on it (e.g. candy canes) for the winter pagan stag god; nimrod. I’ve read that the 

context of this passage is one in which the people used to literally worship the 

tree as an idol after they adorned with the silver and gold. The lights on the tree 

symbolize candles that were used because it was a beacon to the winter god 

nimrod for him to see your home and fly down and bless your household. 

The meaning of the tree has been diluted down over the years but none the less, 

that’s the origin.  The famous Rockefeller Tree is around the sunken plaza which 

has the statue of prometheus. This statue honors the story of prometheus who 

stole fire of illumination from gods and gave it to mankind, enlightening them 

with wisdom. This is important to the occult beliefs and luciferians, as it points 

out the ability to transform from man to god without the assistance of a spiritual 

god.  from  HenryMakow.com: 

 

Arch of baal moved from London and erected in NY City on Sept. 19, 2016. 

 

I ran across the following in my research:   

http://www.henrymakow.com/temples_of_the_illumined_ones.html#sthash.m1GLnuZZ.dpuf
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If you thought having “the harbinger of baal” (referring to raising the arch of 

baal)  in New York City was bad, wait until you hear what they are doing in 

Rome. A reproduction of a winged bull from the ancient city of Nimrud, Iraq 

and a recreation of part of the ceiling from the Temple of bel (baal) are being 

put on display in the Colosseum in Rome, Italy. This exhibit has been entitled 

“Rising From the Ashes: Ebla, Nimrud, Palmyra“, and it is being sponsored by 

UNESCO. The statue of the winged bull from Nimrud and the Temple of bel 

both have direct links to ancient Babylon and a very insidious character from 

the Bible known as nimrod. Symbols have meaning, and to have these 

symbols erected at one of the most famous landmarks in Rome is more than 

just a little bit disturbing. 

CLOSING 

 

ashtoreth/semiramis/diana made up a story when nimrod was killed.  She said 

that he miraculously came back to life in the form of an evergreen tree that 

came up overnight beside a dead tree stump.  The snake represented new life, 
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resurrection because it sheds it’s skin and it was also worshipped as a symbol 

of the sun god. 

Jeremiah 10:1-5 – read this out (about pagan worship of christmas tree and 

christmas which is worship of nimrod/sun god/apollo/satan etc. 

PRAYER 

 

 

 

 

 

Surgery:  Carol tumor / Javon 

New England – warfare for them to see the wickedness 

Woman and her twins – abandoned because of birth defects on the babies 

Italian horn and Christmas tree – all point to nimrod and ashtoreth 

http://maryeiben541.blogspot.com/2015/05/occult-illuminati-holiday-

traditions.html 

Nimrod bull on display – being resurrected 

https://gloria.tv/article/pyNj4Jz8Ab8i1oJhA9UGycT4u 

Nimrod research on his horns which signified strength or leadership  

http://www.thejournal.org/studylibrary/two-babylons/child-in-assyria.html 

About nimrod and semiramis and tammuz  

http://www.sabbathcovenant.com/book2MysteryReligionOfBabylon/Chapter1.ht

m 

http://maryeiben541.blogspot.com/2015/05/occult-illuminati-holiday-traditions.html
http://maryeiben541.blogspot.com/2015/05/occult-illuminati-holiday-traditions.html
https://gloria.tv/article/pyNj4Jz8Ab8i1oJhA9UGycT4u
http://www.thejournal.org/studylibrary/two-babylons/child-in-assyria.html
http://www.sabbathcovenant.com/book2MysteryReligionOfBabylon/Chapter1.htm
http://www.sabbathcovenant.com/book2MysteryReligionOfBabylon/Chapter1.htm

